Music Gateway Launches Trailblazing Site With
Enviable Competition Prizes
The Global Music Industry is a notoriously difficult place to break and connect with the right people. That
problem is about to change with the launch of one of the most innovative and exciting advancements in
creative connectivity. Music Gateway is a pioneering platform for aspiring or established artists and
bands, musicians, producers, publishers, record labels, songwriters or even TV and film studios who
wish to collaborate and seek out new professional partnerships. Newly launched musicgateway.net is
set to drive forward the notion that connectivity is key to a successful career.
Music Gateway is like no other industry tool, devised to create a safe bone fide environment. An
independent business hub – Music Gateway will simplify the way you the musician and the partners you
work with or are managed by to connect: saving time for creativity, whilst cutting out lengthy negotiations
and mismatched alliances.
Music Gateway’s cutting edge technology and custom-made tools, providing a secure home to be
creative and also look after the business side of your career. It combines every aspect a professional
musician requires in one easy to use website and will support career development, whilst breaking down
industry barriers.
With support from some of the world’s most respected brands, bands and producers - Music Gateway is
endorsed by the very best music partners that already shape and support the crème de la crème of
global talent. From publishers to record labels, festivals, managers and magazines - the industries best
producers A&R’s and studios are all supporting our global launch with some of the most exciting prizes
on offer in recent years.
Says founder and CEO Jon Skinner “The Music Industry is a global community and I felt the need to
cut out the hurdles that musicians and creative individuals face on a daily basis when trying to connect
and do business with each other. Music Gateway is designed to be tailor-made, offering time efficient
and accurate networking opportunities - in a straight- forward way, driving projects and transactions to a
positive conclusion.”
Music Gateway is the only platform that can offer you a top notch network of supporters and prizes,
which include Abbey Road Studio time with 7 Digital, A&R introductions to Rhino, Warner Music and
Notting Hill Publishing, appearances at Liverpool Sound City and management representation by some
of the best in the industry. Grammy Award winning producer Craig Leon Says “Music Gateway looks
like it will be a perfect tool for proper networking amongst music professionals on the net. Though a
number of "social" networks provide some services to the industry Music Gateway looks like it will be
the most comprehensive service that's come on the scene to date."
Says Tim Ingham – Music Week Editor "This in an innovative business platform created by people
who clearly know what it is to be both a music company and an artist in the 21st Century. Initial
impressions suggest that it boasts cutting edge technology bent to musicians needs, removing legwork
and allowing talent to thrive.” And Kelaine Blades - 7 Digital’s VP Global Marketing Says “ Music
Gateway has a unique way of connecting industry professionals, artists and record labels, it delivers
opportunities, which otherwise would be very hard to obtain, simply and effectively.”
Quite simply Music Gateway is a groundbreaking service, designed to pull together the very best
aspects from other sites and streamlined to create secure surroundings and empowering the individual.
So whether you are one of the rising stars of the music world, or you have an established career and
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need a more streamlined way of collaborating with other artists, Music Gateway is your new timesaving
hub, linking you to the right artist, gig producer or track.

Pre-registration available at www.musicgateway.net
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